Abstract. We propose an extension of a systemic model for object recognition formulated by Rybak et al (1998 which is based on the functional organisation of the visual systems in primate brains. In contrast to the learning and recognition scheme of Rybak et al we do not assume a behavioural paradigm, ie a visuomotor programmed scanpath that determines the sequence of foveation on the different parts of the object. As in the basis architecture of Rybak et al, the system modules are separated into`what'-like subsystems corresponding to the ventral occipito-inferotemporal visual path and`where'-like complexes analogous to the dorsal occipito-parietal visual path. The`what' system analyses local features in the actual foveation as in Rybak et al. But, in our case, the`where' memory, instead of programming a behavioural scanpath, scores the spatial relationship between successive fixation and the spatial relationship between the associated main edges. The recognition is based on the identification of parts and their spatial relationship. This gives the learning and recognition mechanisms more flexibility in the sense that, for recognising an object, several different fixation sequences may be accepted. DOI:10.1068/p3010 (1) One of the best demonstrations of this fact has been given by Tootell et al (1982) by marking radioactively the activity in V1 cells in a monkey staring at a pattern. They observed an image of the pattern projected onto the back of the brain magnified at its centre, in accordance with the associated foveation.
Introduction
It is commonplace that the metaphor of viewing the brain as a computer is definitively incomplete and in some sense even inappropriate. Most of the more relevant brain functions cannot be represented by a working form of a von Neumann serial digital device nor by that of a superparallel computer. On the other hand, it is absolutely evident that higher-level brain functions are definitively processing information, ie performing computations. The challenging question in neuroscience is therefore to understand which kind of computational system matches the functional capabilities shown by intelligent organisms. Computational neuroscience offers a theoretical framework for analysing this question by equating the computational levels of analysis with the different structural levels of organisation in the nervous system. A computational level of analysis always corresponds to a mathematical expression of the processing of information at the hierarchical level of the nervous system where such operation is performed. If higher-level functional capabilities, like cognition, should be accessed, then a computational neuroscience approach requires that the level of neurons and networks be left for accessing the levels of systems. Such a biologically inspired systemic approach will be followed in this work to take account of the cognitive level of visual systems, namely the object recognition capabilities.
Around 30 different areas have been identified in the primate brain that are known to process visual information (Van Essen 1985; Van Essen et al 1990; Felleman and Van Essen 1991) . A first functional distinction between these areas corresponds to the kind of visual processing that is performed, namely whether low-level or high-level computation is executed (Van Essen 1985) . We postulate a system which is capable of performing both low-level and high-level functions. Low-level functions extract edges, textures, and colours from sensory inputs. The homologous brain areas are typically topographically ordered. (1) High-level functions involve the processing of information based on previously stored knowledge. The areas associated with such processing are often not organised topographically.
A first important feature that current theories of human vision commonly postulate is the existence of a limited-capacity system which allocates its resources to a location in visual space (Broadbent 1958; Neisser 1967; Treisman and Gelade 1980) . This scheme is called attentive or focal and is characterised by a serial processing of visual information corresponding to localised space regions. It has been likened to a spotlight (eg Eriksen and Hoffmann 1973; Treisman 1982; Crick 1984) . This metaphor alludes to the fact that attention is focally allocated to a local region of the visual field where stimuli are processed in greater detail and passed to a higher level of processing, while the other regions which are actually not illuminated by the attentional spotlight are not further processed. It has been proposed that focal attention is required for the binding of features (Treisman and Gelade 1980; Treisman 1988; Treisman and Sato 1990) . We incorporate this feature in our system by defining a gating mechanism for reducing the amount of incoming visual information, such that the limited computational resource of the brain can handle it. The focused area or attention window corresponds to foveal regions that will be gated, such that only the information within will be passed further to the higher level and will be processed. Sperling (1960) argued that a covert shift of the foveal window can help for identifying objects when their images fall in different locations.
The second neurological constraint is the fact that object properties and spatial properties are processed in separate neural streams (Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982; Maunsell and Newsome 1987) . The object-properties pathway computing shape, colour, etc runs from the occipital lobe down to the inferior temporal lobe (areas V1, V2, V4, and inferotemporal areas TEO and TE). This pathway is commonly called the`what'ö or ventralöpath and is involved with the identification of objects or part of objects. The second pathway, associated with the extraction of spatial properties like location, size, etc is called the`where'öor dorsalöpath and runs from the occipital lobe up to the parietal lobe (areas V1, V2, V3, middle temporal area MT, medial superior temporal MST, and further stations in inferior parietal and superior temporal sulcal cortex). We include these two paths in our system. The`what' path is implemented as a set of subsystems responsible for the extraction of primary features (edges) in the actual position of the attention window. The`where' path is engaged in the determination of the spatial relationship (eg left, near) between two sets of local features associated with two different positions of the attention window (Kosslyn 1996) . Both kinds of information are stored during a learning phase in a memory in the form of a graph. The nodes of the graph store the set of local features extracted by the`what' path at the different scanned positions, and the edges store the spatial relationship between two nodes which were extracted by the`where' path. During the learning phase only bottom^up sensory information is used, so that the most interesting regions of an object (eg more salient edges) are visited and analysed. As a result, an invariant representation of an object is stored as a set constituted by parts (set of local edges) and their spatial relationship.
In contrast to the most standard implementation of artificial vision systems based on Marr's feedforward approach (Marr 1982) , in our formulation we consider the influence of top^down feedback information as one crucial point in visual cognition (Mumford 1991 (Mumford , 1992 (Mumford , 1994 Kosslyn 1996) . The idea consists in modeling cognitive capabilities of visual recognition by assuming a top^down guided shift of attention for iterative testing of hypotheses based on the stored information. In other words, during the recognition phase not only bottom^up sensorial information is used for foveation, but, on the basis of the stored information about an object, the attention window will be moved to regions where determined local features are expected according to the actual object identity hypotheses (Rybak et al 1998) . In this sense, hypotheses are iteratively and efficiently corroborated or rejected. This analysis^synthesis loop runs until a hypothesis is successfully accepted, meaning that an object is matched (Rybak et al 1998) . These functions also correspond to the ideas assumed in mental imagery (Kosslyn et al 1993; Kosslyn 1996) where it is suggested that a mental image is a complex synthesis and a reconstruction of something that has all the qualities of actual stimuli from the external world.
Summarising, in our systematic approach to the primate visual systems we hypothesise the existence of subsystems that take into account the limited capacity of the visual system by assuming a foveal attention window which sequentially scans parts of the objects. Thè what' subsystems analyse the primary-features content of these local parts while the spatial relationship between them is analysed by the`where' subsystems. This information is used for postulating an on-line hypothesis. On the basis of this hypothesis, a decision is reached about the next foveation (Rybak et al 1998) . This philosophy corresponds to the conjecture that cognitive behaviour can be seen as an iterative process which searches for extra information in order to prove successively stored hypotheses. The cognition required for object identification implies therefore the modeling of an active visual system.
2 Active visual system: a neuropsychology-based model Several kinds of computational models of vision have been recently proposed in the literature. Different system architectures include modules for low-level and high-level processing, as well as various mechanisms for image memorisation and recognition based on bottom^up and top^down attentional control (Bolle et al 1989; Carpenter et al 1992; Olshausen et al 1992; Rao et al 1997; Rybak et al 1998) . Most of these architectures already include an explicit separation of`what' and`where' high-level submodules. Moreover, the role of parallel^sequential flow of information, ie the role of attentional control, is already implemented in most of them. One of the most detailed and complete vision architectures for object learning and invariant recognition is presented in the paper by Rybak et al (1998) . In the architecture devised therein, high-level subsystems are explicitly separated into`what' (sensory memory) and`where' (motor memory) modules, in order to implement a behavioural algorithm for memorisation and recognition of grey-level images of scene objects and faces. Image recognition is performed by the sequential identification of local image fragments of an attention window previously stored in the`what' sensory memory for each consecutive fixation. The consecutive fixation points are sequentially generated by programmed movements which also were already learned and stored in the`where' motor memory. This architecture rigorously implements the visuomotor behavioural paradigm conceptually formulated by Yarbus (1967) , Noton and Stark (1971) , and Didday and Arbib (1975) . Under this perspective, the process of recognition was supposed to consist of an alternating sequence of eye movements (fixations) recalled from the motor memory and directed by attention, for the consecutive verification of the expected local image fragments also recalled from the sensory memory.
In essence, our architecture is a modification of the vision system of Rybak et al (1998) . In contrast to their learning and recognition scheme, we do not assume a behavioural paradigm, ie a visuomotor-programmed scanpath that determines the sequence of foveation on the different parts of the object. As in the basis architecture of Rybak et al, the system modules are separated into`what'-like subsystems corresponding to the ventral occipito-inferotemporal visual path and`where'-like complexes analogous to the dorsal occipito-parietal visual path. The`what' system analyses local features in the actual foveation as in Rybak et al. On the contrary, in our case the`where' memory, instead of programming a behavioural scanpath, stores the spatial relationship between successive fixation and the spatial relationship between the associated main edges. The recognition is based on the identification of parts and their spatial relationships. As we will further discuss, this fact gives the learning and recognition mechanism more flexibility in the sense that, for recognising an object, several different fixation sequences may be accepted.
The overall architecture is schematically shown in figure 1. The system operates in two different modes: the learning mode and the recognition mode. During the learning mode an object is sequentially scanned at different fixation points of an attention window. We adopt the same attention window as Rybak et al. The attention window generates a retinal image of a local fragment of the object around the fixation point. The retinal image is implemented as a multiresolution filter in such a way that resolution of the original local fragment decreases from the centre (fovea) to the periphery. After this, the filtered local fragment is forwarded to the feature-detection or`what' module. As in Rybak et al, a submodule first extracts the main edges present at the centre and neighbourhoods of the local fragment contained in the attention window. This submodule consists of a network of orientation-sensitive neurons with local receptive fields distributed over the entire attention window. After a translation-and rotation-invariant transformation (taken from Rybak et al), where relative angles with respect to the main edge at the centre are extracted, this invariant local-edge information is stored in a matrix at a node of a graph. From the local information around the centre, the next shift of the attention window is selected and performed. The same processing steps are performed at each new fixation. Additionally to the allocation of each new node, we extend in this paper the model of Rybak et al by postulating that the`where' module calculates the spatial relationship between the new fixation and the old one. The relative angles between the two edges at the respective fixation centre are also calculated. This information is stored in each edge of the graph as vectors in the`where' stream. A categorical distance between nodes is also calculated and stored at the respective edges as well. In this way, an object consists of a set of local image fragments (stored as a set of edges at and around each fixation) and the spatial relationship between these local parts. Let us remark that during the learning phase only bottom^up information is used for shifting the attention window.
During the recognition mode, the same low-level analysis is performed at the fixation points, ie invariant edge extraction and spatial relationship calculation between different fixation points, but instead of storing this information, the`what' and`where' streams perform a matching of the actual extracted graph with respect to the stored ones corresponding to different previously learned objects. A hypothesis is generated with the partial information available. With the selected hypothesis, the next possible node is selected for verification of the hypothesis and used for guiding the next shift of the attention window. A combination of this top^down and bottom^up information is used for determining the next concrete fixation point. Iteratively, the hypothesis is corroborated or refuted. After a sufficient number of fixation points which match the nodes and edge of the hypothesis, the object is identified.
Our system therefore assumes a feature-based frame of reference (Rybak et al 1998) , ie the invariant recognition of an object relies on spatial relationship between local parts and the features (edges in our case) included in each part. This is in contrast to the standard object-based frame of reference of Marr (1982) and Hinton and Lang (1985) . On the other hand, the loss of the deterministic way of sequentially scanning consecutive fixation points inherent in the behavioural approached is compensated for by the spatial relationship between parts in our scheme for object identification. This gives the system a more flexible and robust way of identifying objects, and is in accordance with the ideas and neuropsychological evidence mainly stemming from Kosslyn (1996) .
In the following sections, we describe in detail the mathematical implementation of each submodule and the interaction between them.
3 Learning phase 3.1 Attention window We take up in this section the formulation of the attention window of Rybak et al (1998) . Let us consider an image I fG ij g, G ij being a L6L matrix built up by the grey values of the image (between 0 and 255) at the pixel position (i, j ). The attention mechanism corresponds to filtering of the initial image in such a way that only part of the image is successively processed. We will consider that the attention window at a certain fixation point c (i c , j c ) is defined by a filter which for further processing transmits only the information contained in the pixels included in a circle with the centre at c and with a certain radius much smaller than L. Additionally, three different regions in the circle are considered. Each region corresponds to a different level of resolution. The central region, which corresponds to the fovea of the retina, has the maximal resolution l c . The following concentric areas reduce the resolution by which the image is filtered. The filtering of the image at a certain level of resolution is implemented by the technique of recursive Gaussian convolution (Burt 1988) . In general, the result of filtering at the resolution level l is given by the transformation
with G 
The attention window at the fixation point c is therefore defined as follows:
where
1a2 . The filtered part-image x ij (c) around c is transmitted for further processing to the next module`Feature detection' in the`What' stream.
3.2`What' stream: Feature detection 3.2.1 Edge detection. The first step in the processing of the information contained in the attention window is the extraction of edges as a basic feature (Hubel and Wiesel 1962) . As in the paper by Rybak et al, we will extract the characteristic edge at the centre of the attention window and at 3N different points located in the attention window around the centre. These points are defined by the intersection of N radiating lines and three concentric circles, each in a different resolution area, with radius r p (l c ) 2 l c p À1 ( p 1, 2, 3), respectively. We denote the orientation of the extracted edge at the point with polar coordinates (a, r p (l c )) by O a p (c), (2) the origin being defined at c (see figure 2) . The orientations of the extracted edges are discretised in M possible directions. We implement edge detectors by neurons which have orientation-selective receptive fields. We implement neurons tuned to orientation y at the position (a, r p (l c )) by the equation
n y dl c 6 sin2pyaM ,
with d (l c ) maxf2 l c À 2 , 1} being the distance between the centre of each Gaussian and the centre of the receptive field of the neuron. The centre of the receptive field of the neuron is located at the position ij, with i r p (l c )6 cos (2paaN ) and j r p (l c )6 sin (2paaN ). In equation (4), g is a reciprocal variance. The extracted orientation at each position À a, r p (l c ) Á is determined according to a winner-take-all strategy and a normalisation. To be more concrete, the intensity with which an edge orientation is detected can be defined by
where the normalisation constant is defined by
If the winner orientation is strong enough, ie larger than a certain barrier b edges , the orientation of the corresponding extracted edge is
where y max is the value of y for which o apy is maximal. The edge representation O ap (c) of the information contained in the attention window at the fixation point c is subsequently saved in a rotationally invariant form.
(2) O 00 (c) corresponds to the orientation extracted at the centre c.
Invariant transformation.
In order to obtain a rotationally invariant representation of the edges around the centre, Rybak et al propose that the edge information is transformed so that it refers to a frame system attached at the edge orientation at the centre (see figure 2 ). This transformation can be defined by the equations (Rybak et al 1998)
M .
( 1 1 ) 3.2.3 Saving invariant edge information. The invariant features extracted in the attention window at the fixation point c are saved in the next memory module as nodes of a graph. Let us define a graph by G fQ s , R st g (s, t 1, XXX, N nodes ), where Q s are the nodes and R st the connections (or edges) between nodes (see figure 3 ). We allocate a new node each time the attention window at a new fixation point yields E 00 c 4 b edge , ie each time at the centre an important edge orientation has been found. In this case we allocate a new node Q j 1 ( j being the number of nodes of the graph before the allocation), which as a vector saves the information contained in the corresponding attention window, ie
In other words, each node of the graph contains edge information about a part of the whole image.
3.3`Where' stream: Extracting invariant spatial relationships between parts
The spatial relationship between two local parts at two different fixation points, ie between two nodes in the memory, can be saved at the edges of the graph just by coding the performed shift of the attention in an invariant form. Three types of spatial
Figure 2. Attention window: Invariant system of reference and edge context.
Visual system for object recognitioninformation between two fixations s at the centre c s and t at the centre c t are saved: the categorical distance D st , the relative orientation C st between the centres, and the relative orientation O 00 (c s ) between the edges. The edges of the graphs are therefore defined by R st fD st , C st g.
The categorical distance D st is defined as follows:
1a 2 is the Euclidean distance between the two fixation points of the attention. The value of 1 denotes a`very short' distance, 2`short', 3`large', and 4 a`very large' distance.
The relative orientation C st is defined as the orientation of the fixation point s referred to the system fixed at the centre c t and attached at the edge at this centre (see figure 3 ), ie where
is the discretised version of the orientation of the centre c s relative to the centre c t in the system attached at c t . It is clear that
( 1 6 ) In this form the relative orientation between two successive points is always expressed in an invariant form. Each time a new node r is allocated, the values R rt and R tr are calculated and saved for all t existent before the allocation, ie for all t 5 r.
The relative orientation of the edge at the new centre c s referred to the system attached at the edge at the centre c t , ie
is rotation invariant and is also saved at the connection between two nodes. Next we describe the mechanism which drives the attention fixation points during the learning phase.
Bottom^up scanning of the attention during learning
During the learning phase the attention is driven bottom^up. Let us assume that the actual fixation point is given by the centre c. The next fixation point is one of the 3N previously defined points with polar coordinates a, r p (l c ), which maximises the function (Rybak et al 1998) :
( 1 8 ) The first term determines the attraction of the points which have sharper edges measured by the activity level of the winner neuron E a p (c) at the polar position a, r p (l c ). The second term adds an attraction component dependent on the distance d a p (c) between the centre c and the point at the polar position a, r p (l c ). The third term provides an inhibition of already visited regions. The inhibition term Z is initialised by zero for old pixels in the image and is set to À1 during learning for all pixels inside a circle of radius R 2 (c) around a fixation c which is accepted for memorisation. At the polar position a, r p (l c ) the value of this inhibition term is Z a p (c).
Depending on whether the information processed at the fixation point c was saved or not, two different strategies are used for determining the next fixation point. Let us first consider the case where a new node was allocated. In this case, distant points should be prioritised because the local context around c was already saved. Therefore we set the constant a 0X2. In the second case, when the centre c is not selected for memorisation, near points, ie small shifts should be prioritised, and therefore we choose in this case a À0X5. In both cases the inhibition constant is b 0X5. It is important to remark that, in the case where the centre was not allocated, the surrounding regions are not inhibited and therefore the third term does not inhibit small shifts.
If a certain number, T, of shifts are produced successively without any allocation, the entire process of allocation is finished. The object has been learnt and is represented in the memory as the above-described graph. To each learnt object o corresponds to a graph G o .
4 Recognition phase 4.1 Hypothesis generation During the recognition phase, the object to be identified is analysed in a form similar to that of the learning phase except that the attention window is driven differently and the generated graph is saved in a temporary memory. At each fixation of the attention, the same Gaussian recursive filter is applied and the local edges are extracted as explained in the last section. If a new node is allocated in the temporary memory, the associated new connections are also allocated by calculating all categorical distances involved, the spatial relationship between nodes, and the relative orientation of the edges at the centres. Let us denote the graph associated with the object to be recognised by L. A new node corresponding to a fixation c, will be accepted for allocation if two conditions are fulfilled. The first condition is like that during learning, namely the central edge should be important enough, E 00 (c) 4 b edge . The second condition requires that the graph generated by the inclusion of the new node matches the graph corresponding to the actual hypothesis (one of the learned objects in the memory) much better than the last matching obtained by the last node allocation. The hypotheses are generated iteratively as we discuss below.
We explain the allocation and matching procedure more formally. Let us assume that W different objects were learned previously and saved in the memory d by the corresponding graphs, ie d fG 1 , XXX, G W g. As in Rybak et al (1998) , we define first a measure of matching between a node s of L and a node t of the graph G i for an arbitrary learnt object i as follows:
where the superindex of ! O denotes the corresponding graph. For each node s of L we select the best node n i (s) such that D i sns is maximal. We define a matching measure between the graph L and the graph G i by
is a measure of matching between homologous node distances in both graphs,
is a measure of matching between homologous spatial relationships in both graphs, and
is a measure of matching between homologous relative central edge orientations in both graphs. In equations (21)^(23) the superindex of C and O 00 denotes the corresponding graphs, and N m is the number of nodes of the graph m. We note that N L changes by each new allocation.
At each iteration time t the corresponding new fixation is accepted for allocation if
holds. The initial value of O is set equal to zero.
The search of the first or of a new hypothesis is performed by calculating O i for all i 1, XXX, W and choosing as hypothesis the graph G H such that O H is maximal. For a given hypothesis, successive nodes present in the graph G H and still not detected and allocated in graph L, are iteratively chosen for demonstration, ie for driving top^down the attention in the corresponding direction with the aim of testing it or refusing the actual hypothesis. In other words, the recognition mechanism identifies successive local parts of the object and its spatial relationship. The spatial relationships between parts are used for driving the attention to the right location in order to test the adopted hypothesis. If after a certain number T of successive shifts no allocation is produced, a new still undetected node of the hypothesis is chosen for testing and for driving the attention. If there are no more undetected nodes to be checked, the hypothesis is rejected and a new one is chosen, with the same criteria as those explained above, but excluding the hypothesis already tested. After the allocation of a new node, all graphs again can be used for the generation of eventually new hypotheses.
If O H 4 b recognition the hypothesis H is considered valid and the object is identified as the previously learnt object H.
The top^down driving mechanism for testing missing parts is described in the next subsection.
Top^down scanning of the attention during learning
The fixation of the attention in the recognition phase has two components: a bottom^up and a top^down one. If the actual fixation point is given by the centre c, the next fixation point is one of the 3N previously defined points with polar coordinates a, r p (l c ), which maximises the function
The bottom^up component is identical as in the case of learning and is given by the first three terms on the right-hand side of equation (25). Moreover, the constants a and b are chosen as in the learning case according to the two strategies already explained in section 3.4. The new fourth term on the right-hand side of equation (25) adds a top^down component. Let us assume that the selected hypothesis is the object H, and that the last allocated node in L is the node last L . We select in the next node G H to be tested by choosing a still undetected node next G H such that
ie the next node is inside the attention region with respect to the last tested node. The driving function is defined as follows:
where next L is the potential node with polar coordinates a, r p (l c ) relative to the actual fixation c.
The top^down component given by equation (27) provides a drive of the attention in the direction of points that match well the spatial relationship characteristics (ie distance, spatial position, relative orientation) of the next node, next G H , to be proven in the hypothesis H with the next potential fixation next L , both referred to the homologous last node. In this fashion attention is driven to local parts of the object which confirm our expectation according to the hypothesis H.
This mechanism therefore implements in a very restrictive form what can be called`cognitive behaviour' in the sense that serially (ie iteratively) derived hypotheses about the environment are formulated and attention is driven so that the expectation predicted by the hypotheses can be confirmed or refuted.
Simulations
The aim of the present work is to study the functional structure of vision cognition from a computational perspective. We are interested in a systemic description of cognitive behaviour during object recognition, especially in the role of the visual system in the`what' and`where' paths and in the dynamic implementation of top^down processing as a mechanism for testing iterative hypotheses in an active vision system. Our system is not constructed with the aim of building a high-performance computational vision system, but to formalise in a computational-systemic framework the above neurophysiological and neuropsychological facts.
In fact, we have not expended too much effort in implementing much more sophisticated modules performing feature extraction, and therefore we postulate the extraction of very simple features, namely edges, at each local part. A high-performance computational vision system should include much more refined techniques for feature extraction, for example banks of Gabor filters (Lades et al 1993) , etc. Therefore, for testing the dynamic behaviour of our system, we used simple 3-D gray-scale objects, where the edge descomposition of the parts and their spatial relationships are simple enough for achieving efficient recognition.
We have used five different simple 3-D objects shown in the figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the scanpath of attention fixation points during the learning phase of object 1. In order to simplify the plotting, we only show the attention circle and the corresponding extracted edges at the fixation points B, H, and K. Figure 5 presents the scanpath observed during the learning of four objects at rest. The value of the parameters used are:
M N 16, T 5, b recognition 3X5, b hypo 0X5, and b edge 0X15 .
After finishing the learning session, each of the five objects was presented for recognition. In all cases the objects were recognised correctly. In order to provide an interesting example of recognition, we show in figure 6 the top^down driven scanpath during the recognition phase of object 1 in two conditions. Figure 6a shows object 1 in normal position. In this case we initialise the scanpath arbitrarily by hand, in such a position that from the very beginning several hypotheses are equally good. In the case of figure 6a, for example, the first two fixations (A and B) do not fit any node of the graphs in the memory and therefore no allocation is performed. Point C is allocated, but the assumed hypothesis at that time is false (namely point H of object 4 is assumed). After a couple of more fixations, the right hypothesis is assumed and the corresponding points are proved sequentially. At the fixation P, the hypothesis is correctly confirmed. It is interesting to remark that the scanpath during the recognition phase normally differs from the scanpath during the learning phase, ie the different local parts are visited in different order. The order does not play any role in our approach. Only spatial relationships are used for recognition. This fact signals a great difference to the recognition philosophy of the sensorimotor behavioural algorithm of Rybak et al (1998) . Figure 6b shows the scanpath obtained during the recognition of the rotated object 1. Owing to our invariant representation, the system is able to recognise the object without problem. Also in this case the scanpath is different from the one observed during learning (figure 4).
In spite of the fact that our system is not devised for recognising complex objects, for reasons given earlier, we also tested its performance by attempting to recognise a small number of faces. As training examples we took two faces from the face database of the Carnegie^Mellon University (generated by Henry A Rowley, Shumeet Baluja, and Takeo Kanade). Two examples of scanpaths of attention fixation during learning are shown in figure 7 . All faces were recognised correctly. An example of the scanpath performed by the attention mechanism during the recognition phase is shown in figure 8 . In spite of the good performance of the system even in this complex case, we believe that for competitive vision systems much more sophisticated (probably wavelet-based) preprocessing of the images should be done.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a systemic approach of primate visual systems which postulates the existence of subsystems that take into account the limited capacity of the visual system by assuming a foveal attention window which serially scans parts of the objects. We consider two main streams of processing which are neuropsychologically inspired, namely a`what' and a`where' stream. The`what' stream analyses the content of primary features of these local parts, while the spatial relationship between them is analysed by the`where' stream. The system is designed such that hypotheses are generated recursively. We model cognitive capabilities of visual recognition by assuming a top^down guided shift of attention for iteratively testing hypotheses based on stored information. During the recognition phase, not only bottom^up sensory information is used for foveation but on the basis of the stored information about an object, the attention window is moved to regions where determined local features are expected according to the actual object identity hypotheses. In this sense hypotheses are iteratively and efficiently corroborated or rejected. This analysis^synthesis loop runs until a hypothesis is successfully accepted, meaning that an object is matched.
This philosophy corresponds to the conjecture that cognitive behaviour can be regarded as an iterative process which searches for extra information in order to prove successively assumed hypotheses. The cognition required for object identification therefore implies the modeling of an active visual system. 
